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We report Doppler-only (cw) radar observations of near-Earth
asteroid 1991 CS obtained at Goldstone at a transmitter frequency
of 8510 MHz (3.5 cm) on 1996 August 26, 27, 28, and 29. Weighted,
optimally filtered sums of cw echoes achieve signal-to-noise ratios
in excess of 300 per day and thoroughly cover the asteroid in rota-
tion phase (synodic period = 2.39 h, obtained photometrically by P.
Pravec et al. 1998, Icarus 136, 124–153). A weighted sum of all cw
spectra gives an OC radar cross section of 0.24± 0.08 km2 and a
circular polarization ratio of 0.28± 0.001. Our observations place
up to 50 0.98-Hz resolution cells on 1991 CS at echo powers greater
than 2 standard deviations of the noise. Variations of∼10 Hz in the
echo’s 2-σ bandwidth are evident on each day and are consistent
with the rotation period. Inversion of echo edge frequencies yields
convex hulls of the pole-on silhouette for each day. The hulls have
a mean elongation and rms dispersion of 1.18± 0.02 and place a
lower bound on the maximum pole-on dimension of 1.3 km/cos δ,
where δ is the angle between the radar line-of-sight and the aster-
oid’s apparent equator. The hulls suggest that 1991 CS has the least
elongated pole-on silhouette of any of the nine near-Earth aster-
oids for which similar shape information from radar observations
is available. If we assume that the projected area of 1991 CS is the
same as that of a sphere with a diameter of 1.1 km, equal to the
lower bound on the minimum breadth of the pole-on silhouette on
August 28 and 29, then 1991 CS’s radar cross section and absolute
magnitude of 17.5 correspond to upper limits on the radar and op-
tical geometric albedos of 0.25 and 0.14 that are consistent with its
S-class taxonomy. The circular polarization ratio and radar albedo
do not vary substantially as a function of rotation phase, suggesting
that the near-surface of 1991 CS is relatively uniform. Among the
20 S-class asteroid radar detections previously reported, the circu-
lar polarization ratio of 1991 CS is greater than 11, comparable to
4, and less than 5. c© 1999 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

Near-Earth asteroid 7822 (1991 CS) approached wit
tr
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of this object were effectively unknown. Photometry of 1991
CS by Pravecet al. (1998) yielded a synodic rotation period of
2.39 h (among the most rapid asteroid rotation periods presently
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0.051 AU of Earth on 1996 August 28, its closest terrres
encounter since 1971 and until 2065. 1991 CS was discov
on 1991 February 11 by R. S. McNaught and K. S. Rus
(1991), but prior to the 1996 encounter, the physical prope
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known; cf. Chapmanet al.1994) and a maximum lightcurve am
plitude of∼0.3 magnitudes. R. P. Binzel (pers. commun.) a
M. D. Hicks (pers. commun.) found that 1991 CS’s visible–n
infrared spectrum is indicative of the S taxonomic class. Tab
summarizes the asteroid’s physical properties.

We observed 1991 CS at Goldstone in August 1996. Optim
filtered, weighted sums of echo power spectra achieve signa
noise ratios per date in excess of 300. The observations re
that 1991 CS is a modestly asymmetric object with a maxim
pole-on dimension of about 1.3 km and that it has the le
elongated pole-on silhouette among the radar-observed N
for which similar information is available.

OBSERVATIONS

Our observation and reduction techniques are similar to th
described by Mitchellet al.(1995) and Ostroet al.(1992, 1996).
Each observing cycle (run) consisted of transmission of a
cularly polarized wave for close to the expected round-trip li
travel time to the target, followed by reception of echoes
a comparable duration. The observations were Doppler-on
continuous wave (cw), in which echoes are received simu
neously in the opposite (OC) and same (SC) senses of cir
polarization as the transmission.

Our reduction of raw data included background removal,
ibration, and the formation of sums of spectra. In our spec
echo power in units of standard deviations of the noise is plo
versus Doppler frequency relative to the Doppler location of
target’s estimated center of mass (COM). Echo power is give
PR= PTGTGRλ

2σ/(4π )3R4, wherePT is the transmitted power
GT andGR are the antenna’s gain during transmission and re
tion, λ is the wavelength (3.52 cm at the Goldstone transm
frequency of 8510 MHz), andR is the target’s distance. The rad
cross sectionσ , which is 4π times the backscattered power p
steradian per unit flux incident at the asteroid, is estimated
integrating Doppler-only echo power spectra. Uncertaintie
σ are dominated by systematic pointing and calibration err
We assign standard errors of 35% to the radar cross sectio
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TABLE I
Optically Determined Physical Properties

Property Value

H (mag) 17.4,a 17.5b

Class Sc,d

P (h) 2.390b

1m 0.27–0.32b

Note. H is the absolute visual magnitude, class
refers to the taxonomic class,P is the synodic ro-
tation period, and1m indicates the range of ob-
served lightcurve amplitudes.

a Marsden (1997).
b Pravecet al. (1998).
c R. P. Binzel, pers. commun.
d M. D. Hicks, pers. commun.

The circular polarization ratioµC= σSC/σOC is a gauge of
near-surface roughness at spatial scales within about an o
of magnitude of the radar wavelength (Ostro 1993). ForµC,
systematic effects cancel and most remaining statistical er
propagate from receiver noise according to Fieller’s theor
(Kendall and Stuart 1979, pp. 136–138, Ostroet al.1992). An-
other useful intrinsic property is the OC radar albedo,

σ̂OC = σOC/A = 4σOC/πD2
eff, (1)

whereA is the target’s projected area and the effective diam
Deff is the diameter of a sphere with the same projected are
the target.

Echo power spectra represent one-dimensional images
can be thought of as brightness scans through a slit par
to the target’s apparent spin vector. The echo’s instantan
bandwidthB is

B = 4πD(φ) cosδ/(λP), (2)
.98

.98
8
8

tion
the end o

class

where D is the breadth of the plane-of-sky projection of the

TABLE II
Observations

RA DEC Distance POS motion PTX 1t 1 f
Date (◦) (◦) (AU) (◦) (kW) Runs (UTC hours) Rotations (Hz)

1996 August 26 36.35 20.27 0.057 2.6 485 100 11.37–17.10 2.40 0
1996 August 27 41.20 10.34 0.053 3.5 487 161 10.49–16.93 2.69 0
1996 August 28 46.51 −0.90 0.051 2.6 485 101 09.90–15.01 2.14 0.9
1996 August 29 51.99 −12.46 0.051 2.6 485 129 10.13–15.50 2.24 0.9

Note.Right ascension, declination, and distance are given at the middle of each day’s observations. Plane-of-sky (POS) motion between start of recepof the
first echo and end of reception of the last echo on each day is indicated. Total POS motion between the beginning of the experiment on August 26 andn
August 29 was∼39◦. PTX is the average transmitter power. The number of transmit–receive cycles (runs) is listed in the sixth column.1t is the interval spanned

decimeter spatial scales than the average radar-detected S-
asteroid.
by observations. The number of rotations covered on each day is listed in
frequency resolution.
ET AL.
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pole-on silhouette at rotation phaseφ, P is the apparent rota-
tion period,λ is the radar wavelength, andδ is the angle be-
tween the radar line-of-sight and the object’s apparent equa
If P is known, then measuringB and setting cosδ= 1 places a
lower bound on the asteroid’s maximum pole-on breadthDmax.
ExpressingB in Hz, D in kilometers, andP in hours gives
B= 99.7 D (km) cosδ/P(h) atλ= 3.52 cm.

Our ability to discern the echo’s bandwidth depends on
signal-to-noise ratio, the target’s shape, the radar scattering
and the frequency resolution. Using our previous experie
with modeling asteroid echoes as a guide, we adopt an estim
that measures spectral edge frequencies at the points abov
below the estimated COM frequency where the echo power
drops to two standard deviations (Benneret al.1997).

We observed 1991 CS on 1996 August 26, 27, 28, and 29, d
that straddled its closest approach to Earth (Table II). The ech
were strong enough for delay-Doppler imaging, but a probl
with the delay-Doppler data acquisition system restricted
observations to Doppler-only on each day. The duration of
observing tracks and the asteroid’s short rotation period on l
ited gaps in rotation phase coverage on any day to less than∼35◦

(Fig. 1).

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows 0.98-Hz resolution echo power spectra fr
each day and Table III summarizes 1991 CS’s disc-integra
radar properties. The OC radar cross sections and circular
larization ratios on each day are consistent within their stand
errors and yieldσOC= 0.24± 0.08 km2 andµC= 0.28± 0.001.
Among the 20 S-class main-belt and near-Earth asteroid ra
detections previously reported, the circular polarization ratio
1991 CS is greater than 11, comparable to 4, and less tha
(Ostroet al.1985, 1991b, 1999, Benneret al.1997), indicating
that 1991 CS has a near-surface that is somewhat more rou
the ninth column, where we have adopted the rotation period in Table I.1 f is the raw
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RADAR OBSERVA

FIG. 1. Echo power spectra from August 26, 27, 28, and 29 at the
0.98-Hz resolution. Echo power is plotted in standard deviations versus Do
frequency relative to the estimated frequency of echoes from the asteroid’s c
of mass. Solid and dashed lines denote echo power in the OC and SC po
tions. Rotation phase coverage is indicated with inset crosses and radia
segments based on a synodic rotation periodP= 2.390 h (Pravecet al.1998),
where the arrow at 12 o’clock indicates zero phase, rotation phase incr
clockwise, and the zero-phase epoch is set at the start of reception of th
echo on 1996 August 26 11:21:57 UTC. Radial line segment lengths are pr
tional to the standard deviation of each spectrum. Concentric rings (begin
with the innermost ring) indicate successive rotations of the asteroid relati
the start of observations on each day.

Figure 2 shows spectra smoothed to 10◦ rotation phase inter
vals on each day. Bandwidth variations of∼10 Hz that correlate
with rotation phase are evident in spectra obtained on each
and are consistent with the 2.39-h rotation period obtained
Pravecet al. (1998). The maximum 2-σ bandwidths increas
from 41 Hz on August 26 to 50 Hz on August 28 (Table III), i
dicating that the line of sight moved toward the equatorial pl
during the experiment. The maximum bandwidth on Augus

is nearly the same as that obtained on August 28, sugges
comparable subradar latitudes on both days.
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Figure 3 compares OC spectra that were obtained on opp
sides of the asteroid on August 27, 28, and 29. To facilitate co
parison of the spectra, we scaled the weaker spectrum to the
SNR of the stronger spectrum and then we subtracted spe
obtained between 180◦ and 209◦ from those obtained betwee
0◦ and 29◦. The differenced spectra have statistically significa
∼10–15 sigma peaks at their negative edges and compar
strong troughs at their positive edges that indicate edge shif
several Hz. The spectra are also somewhat asymmetric and
approximate mirror symmetry in their shapes. These signat
are consistent with a modest asymmetry in the asteroid’s sh
and a subradar latitude that was within a few tens of degree
the target’s equator.

The spectra in Fig. 2 also show shape variations such as sp
on either side of 0 Hz and flat spectral tops as a function of ro
tion phase. The dominant source of statistical error at frequ
cies containing echo power is “self-noise” caused by variati
in the amplitude and phase of the echoes due to changes i
asteroid’s orientation as it spins. Since each spectrum show
Fig. 2 is the weighted sum of between 30 and 240 independ
power spectra or “looks,” the echoes have an rms error du
self-noise of between 18 and 6.5%, respectively, which exce
receiver noise for each weighted sum. The thorough rota
phase coverage led us to search for recurring features a
same phases on multiple rotations on each day and on su
quent days, but with the exception of bandwidth variations a
modest shape asymmetry on opposite hemispheres, we di
find compelling evidence for any that could not also be attribu
to self-noise. Plausible interpretations are either that the ech
have insufficient SNR and/or frequency resolution to detect
curring narrow bandwidth features or that such features do
exist in the 1991 CS echoes due to the physical properties o
asteroid’s surface, or both.

Figures 4 and 5 show single-run OC and SC echo power
µC versus rotation phase for each day. The OC and SC echo p
ers are nearly flat on August 26, but subtle variations of ab

TABLE III
Disc-Integrated Radar Properties

σOC± 35%
Date OC SNR B (Hz) (km2) µC

1996 August 26 309 41 0.24 0.27± 0.003
1996 August 27 470 45 0.23 0.28± 0.002
1996 August 28 434 50 0.29 0.27± 0.002
1996 August 29 329 49 0.18 0.29± 0.003
whole experiment 771 50 0.24 0.28± 0.001

Note.Radar properties on each date, determined from weighted sums o
spectra. OC SNR is the OC signal-to-noise ratio obtained from an optim
filtered weighted spectral sum.B is the maximum 2-σ level bandwidth from
weighted sums of spectra grouped into 30◦ rotation phase intervals, an approac

tingadopted to avoid smear due to the target’s slightly elongated shape.σOC is the
OC radar cross section.
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FIG. 2. Evolution of echo power spectra on (A) August 26, (B) August 27, (C) August 28, and (D) August 29. Each spectrum is a weighted sum
10◦ of rotation phase and has been filtered to a frequency resolution of 4 Hz. Labels give the weighted mean rotation phase in degrees. Each spectrumred
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on 0 Hz and extends from−50 Hz on the left to+50 Hz on the right. Identic
standard deviation of the OC receiver noise.

±10% in the OC cross section that correlate positively w
bandwidth variations as a function of rotation phase are evi
on the other 3 days. In Fig. 5, variations of a few tens of perc
in µC are evident that are probably due to intrinsic noise in
estimates, but in general, the lack of systematic variations in
circular polarization ratio suggest that the near-surface rou
ness of 1991 CS is relatively uniform as a function of rotat
phase.

◦
1991 CS moved∼40 during the observations, and as note
above, the progression of bandwidths during the experiment s
l linear scales are used throughout the figure. A vertical bar at 0 Hz indicat±1

ith
ent
ent
he
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gh-
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gests that the subradar latitude was approaching the equato
tween August 26 and 28. Hoping to improve constraints on
pole direction, we did a grid search of all possible pole directio
at 5◦ intervals, using the maximum 2-σ bandwidths for each day
1991 CS’s ephemeris, and a range of maximum pole-on brea
between 1.2 and 1.5 km, but we found that the differences in
bandwidths and the relatively limited sky motion provided on
the broad constraint that the pole direction is at least 40◦ from

◦ ◦ ◦
d
ug-
λ = 43 , β = −12 (modulo 180). Our constraints on the pole
direction will improve substantially with a successful detection
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during the asteroid’s next close approach in 2015, when 1
CS will be∼150◦ from its position in late August of 1996.

SHAPE AND COMPOSITION

Hull Estimation

Given sufficient rotational coverage and SNR, measurem
of echo edge frequencies can be used to obtain the conve
of the target’s pole-on silhouette (Ostroet al. 1988, 1990a)
The convex hull can be thought of as the shape of a ru

band stretched around the pole-on silhouette of the aster
ontinued

991

nts
hull

The fundamental idea of this technique is that the differe
between the positive edge and center-of-mass frequencies
echo power spectrum is proportional to the distance betw
the approaching limb and the plane that contains the app
spin vector and the radar line of sight. The “support functi
p(φ)= p+(φ)= p−(φ+ 180◦) is a periodic function of rota
tion phase and satisfiesp(φ)+ p′′(φ)= r (φ), wherer (φ) is the
hull’s radius of curvature (which is≥0 because the hull is con
vex) at its approaching limb and primes indicate differentia
with respect toφ. Cartesian coordinates of the hull are giv
by
oid. x(φ) = p(φ) cos(φ)− p′(φ) sin(φ)
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FIG. 2—Continued
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y(φ) = p(φ) sin(φ)+ p′(φ) cos(φ).

We estimated convex hulls as follows. We smoothed the s
tra in frequency to resolutions of 2, 4, and 8 Hz, and for e
frequency resolution, we smoothed the spectra in rotation p
to resolutions of 10, 20, and 30◦. We added synthetic echo spe
tra representing a Lambertian sphere with the same radar
section (and a comparable bandwidth) as the asteroid to

spectra at three different center frequencies that did not ove
the echoes from the asteroid, which yielded synthetic spec
ec-
ch
ase
-
ross
the

that were contaminated with noise. For each frequency/p
smoothing combination, we estimated edge frequencies o
synthetic spectra using detection thresholds between 0 a
standard deviations in intervals of 0.5 standard deviations
used weighted least squares to fit a 10th-order Fourier s
to the edges of the synthetic spectra and identified the
quency/phase smoothing and edge estimator combination
reproduced the Lambert sphere model the best, and the
applied those frequency/phase smoothing and edge estim
combinations to estimate the data vectorpdatof edge frequencie
rlap
tra
for the asteroid’s echoes. We repeated this process for echoes
from each day. We used weighted least squares again to fit a
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10-harmonic Fourier modelpunc to pdat; then we found anothe
Fourier modelpcon that was constrained to have positive ra
of curvature and to be as close as possible topunc. We repeated
this process for a large enough range of center frequency v
to locate the minimum value of the weighted sum of square
the residualsχ2.

Table IV lists the Doppler offsets obtained from the h
estimation. This astrometry was entered into JPL’s On
Orbital Determination (OSOD) program and was used to g
erate a new orbital solution (Table V, No. 6) that is also av

able on the internet at the JPL Solar System Dynamics w
site at http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/radar–data.html/ (Chamberlinet al.
ontinued
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TABLE IV
Doppler Radar Astrometry

UTC OSOD Correction Measurement Uncertain
Date epoch solution (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

1996 August 26 14:10:00 3 −4.5 491,117.6 0.5
1996 August 27 13:30:00 3 −6.3 299,050.4 0.4
1996 August 28 12:30:00 3 −8.3 77,608.1 0.8
1996 August 29 12:40:00 3 −8.9 −171,558.3 0.7

Note.Radar astrometry for echoes from 1991 CS’s estimated center of m

eb-received at the stated UTC epoch. The reference point for the Goldstone antenna
(DSS-14) is the intersection of the elevation and azimuth axes.
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TABLE V
1991 CS Orbit (OSOD-6)

Epoch (TDB) 1997 December 18.0
Eccentricity,e 0.1645497508 (888)
Perihelion distance,q (AU) 0.938020843 (105)
Perihelion Passage (TDB) 1998 Jan 7.0405865 (3
Argument of perihelion,ω (◦) 249.4035180 (363)
Longitude of ascending node,Ä (◦) 156.91746182 (617)
Inclination,i (◦) 37.1227318 (460)

Note.These orbital elements are from a fit to optical and radar observa
over the interval 1991 January 19 to 1997 July 29. A total of 200 optical as
metric observations are included. The radar data include four Doppler estim
in Table IV. We used JPL ephemeris DE-405 (J2000). The rms residual fo
200 optical observations is 0.92 arcsec and the radar rms residual is 0.1
The angular orbital elements are referred to the ecliptic and mean equin
J2000 and 3-σ standard errors (in parentheses) are given in units of the
decimal place.

1997). The 1996 radar astrometry shrinks the 1-σ plane-of-sky
error ellipse area at the time of 1991 CS’s next close encou
in 2015 by∼50%.

Figure 6 shows our hull estimates for each day and Table
lists key hull parameters. The hulls are modestly asymmetric
are elongated along an axis displaced by approximately+30◦

relative to our assigned zero rotation phase. The hulls esta
lower bounds on the minimum and maximum pole-on dim
sions of 1.1 and 1.3 km/cosδ on August 28 and 29 and hav
a mean elongation and rms dispersion of 1.18± 0.02. Elonga-
tions that have been reported for eight other radar-detected N
(Table VII) have a mean and rms dispersion of 2.0± 0.5 with a
minimum of 1.4 for 6178 (1986 DA) and 6489 Golevka, demo
strating that 1991 CS has the least elongated pole-on silhoue
any NEA for which similar shape information from radar obs
vations is available. The modest elongation of 1991 CS’s p
on silhouette is also consistent with the 0.2- to 0.3-magnit
lightcurve amplitude observed by Pravecet al.(1998) in August
1996 and March 1997.
In principle, the relative rotational orientation of the hulls on

each day could constrain the sense of rotation if the hulls were

TABLE VI
Constraints on Pole-on Dimensions

Maximum bandwidth Minimum bandwidth

Date Dmax (km/cosδ) Phase (◦) Dmin (km/cosδ) Phase (◦) Dmax/Dmin

Aug 26 1.01 134 0.88 216 1.16
Aug 27 1.17 108 0.97 31 1.20
Aug 28 1.28 120 1.09 22 1.18
Aug 29 1.31 125 1.09 171 1.20

Note.Lower bounds on maximum and minimum pole-on dimensions from convex hulls on each day.

Rotation phases relative to a zero-phase epoch of
columns three and five.
ET AL.
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FIG. 3. OC echo power spectra obtained on opposite sides of 1991 CS
August 27, 28, and 29 at rotation phases between 0 and 29◦ (thin solid curves)
and between 180 and 209◦ (thin dashed curves). Each spectrum is smoothed
a frequency resolution of 4 Hz. The weaker of each spectral pair was scale
the peak SNR of the stronger spectrum to faciliate comparisions with their e
frequencies and shapes. Spectra obtained between 180 and 209◦ were subtracted
from spectra obtained between 0 and 29◦. The differenced spectra are shown
with thick solid curves and shifts in the edge frequencies are noted with arro
Rotation phase coverage is denoted with inset crosses.
1996 August 26 11:21:57 UTC for the extrema are given in
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FIG. 4. OC and SC radar cross sections plotted versus rotation phase for each day. Horizontal lines indicate the OC cross section from weighte
spectra listed in Table III.

FIG. 5. Estimates ofµC plotted versus rotation phase for each day. Error bars denote±1 standard deviation errors. Horizontal lines indicate the value ofµC
from weighted sums of spectra listed in Table III.
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TABLE VII
Near-Earth Asteroid Elongations

Asteroid Pole-on elongation Reference

1620 Geographos 2.8 Ostroet al.1995b, 1996
4179 Toutatis 2.4 Hudson and Ostro 199
433 Eros 2.2 Mitchellet al.1998

1627 Ivar 2.1 Ostroet al.1990b
2063 Bacchus 2.1 Benneret al.1999
4769 Castalia 1.6 Hudson and Ostro 199
6178 1986 DA 1.4 Ostroet al.1991a
6489 Golevka 1.4 Ostroet al.1995a,

Zaitsevet al.1997
7822 1991 CS 1.2

Note.Pole-on elongations estimated from convex hulls or three-dimensio
shape reconstructions. For the nonprincipal axis rotator Toutatis, we list the r
of the long to the intermediate axis from its shape model.

sufficiently elongated, the SNR were high enough, and the
motion were sufficiently large. We overlaid the hulls to sear
for orientation changes but we did not find compelling eviden
to constrain the sense of rotation.

Composition

Figure 7 shows how the radar and optical geometric albe
of 1991 CS depend on its effective diameter. The figure also
dicates representative values of the optical geometric albedpv

for principal taxonomic classes and condenses information ab
the distribution of estimates of other asteroid radar albedos
we adopt a lower bound of 1.1 km on the effective diameter
1991 CS, which is suggested by the hulls obtained on Augus
and 29, then the radar cross section and absolute magnitud
1991 CS correspond to upper limits on the radar and optical g
metric albedos of 0.25 and 0.14, respectively, that are consis
with its S-class taxonomy.

DISCUSSION

What constraints do the rapid rotation period and modest e
gation of 1991 CS provide on its density and internal structu
Recent observational and theoretical evidence supports the
pothesis that many NEAs may be “rubble piles” with low te
sile strengths (Daviset al.1989, Harris 1996, Richardsonet al.
1998). For an ellipsoid rotating about its short axis, the critic
density below which centrifugal force causes material to lea

1/2
the surface is given approximately byρ≈ (3.3/P )(a/b), where

imate

t

10. 1991 CS will next be detectable with existing radar systems
96
P is the rotation period in hours,ρ is in g cm−3, anda/b is the

FIG. 6. Convex hull and quantities associated with hull estimation for (A) August 26, (B) August 27, (C) August 28, and (D) August 29. (Top) Est
of the hull. “X” marks the projected position of asteroid’s center of mass. Rotation phase convention follows that used in Fig. 1 and is indicated with an inset
cross. (Bottom) Open circles are support function datapdat as a function of rotation phase. Superimposed onpdat are solid and dashed curves (that are almos

in 2015. The next opportunity at least as good as the one in 19
coincident) that correspond to the constrained Fourier modelpcon and the uncon
pcon(φ)+ pcon(φ+ 180◦) and the solid curve at the bottom is the hull’s middle
ET AL.
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TABLE VIII
7822 (1991 CS) Radar Opportunities: 1998–2050

Date Distance (AU) Arecibo SNR Goldstone SN

2015 0.165 160 10
2016 0.181 120
2021 0.156 220 10
2022 0.279 20
2040 0.074 4600 300
2041 0.185 110
2046 0.235 40

Note.Predictions for future observations in which the OC SNR per day is
least 10 for nominal telescope parameters.

ratio of the long to the intermediate principal axes (Burns a
Tedesco 1979, Harris 1996). Applying this expression to 19
CS we get:ρ ≥ 2 g cm−3, a bound that is consistent with bot
monolithic and rubble pile internal structures. Thus the ro
tion period is not sufficiently short to require that 1991 CS b
monolithic object.

How unusual is the modest elongation of 1991 CS among
near-Earth asteroids? As noted above, the elongation of 1
CS is the least of any NEA for which comparable informati
from radar observations is available, but that sample (9) is
large enough to determine whether the elongation is exceptio
Near-Earth asteroids are thought to be collisionally evolv
objects (Daviset al.1989), thus information from hypervelocit
impact cratering experiments and scaling laws may elucidate
expected abundance of elongations comparable to that of 1
CS. Fragments produced in the experiments have mean e
gations close to∼1.4 for a wide range of nonicy composition
and laboratory conditions (Fujiwaraet al. 1989, Giblinet al.
1998), suggesting that the elongation of 1991 CS is not unu
if the asteroid is a collisional fragment, under the assumption
laboratory-scale experiments can be extrapolated to kilome
sized objects (Housen and Holsapple 1990). Among kilome
sized asteroids with well-known shapes, the only other aste
with a reported elongation less than that of 1991 CS is 243 Id
satellite Dactyl, which has an elongation of 1.14 (Veverkaet al.
1996). Constraints on the distribution of NEA elongations fro
convex hulls and three-dimensional shape reconstructions
grow significantly over the next decade now that the Arec
upgrade is complete.

Table VIII lists future radar opportunies for 1991 CS in th
interval 1998–2050 in which the estimated SNR per day exce
strained Fourier modelpunc. The dashed curve at the top is the hull’s bandwidth
frequency [pcon(φ)− pcon(φ+ 180◦)]/2.
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FIG. 7. Constraints on the diameter, radar albedo, and visual geometric albedo of 1991 CS. Radar albedo is shown as a thick solid curve that wa
using 1991 CS’s radar cross section (Table III). Thin solid curves denote 1-σ uncertainty in the radar albedo that propagates from uncertainty inσOC. The distribution
by taxonomic class of main-belt and near-Earth asteroid radar albedos is superimposed on the radar albedo curve and is plotted solely as a function ofadar albedo.
Allowed geometric albedos (dash-dot curve) were computed as a function of diameter from logpv= 6.244− 2 logD− 0.4H (Zellner 1979), whereH is 1991
CS’s absolute magnitude (Table I). Mean and rms dispersions of the geometric albedos for the C, M, S, and E taxonomic classes (Tedesco 1989) areed by

asterisks and adjacent thick curves. The geometric albedo of V-class asteroid 4 Vesta is shown with an asterisk (Tedesco 1989, Thomaset al. 1997). A vertical
dashed line atDmax= 1.1 km denotes a lower bound on the minimum pole-on breadth from the August 28 and 29 convex hulls.
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will occur in 2040 and could yield a detailed three-dimension
shape model.
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